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This defect catalogue is a reflection of our commitment to ongoing customer Focus throughout the
heavy plate production chain. Clarity of operations and repeatability in rolling mills are key factors
in heavy plate manufacturing, as well as the description of possible defects. In order to discuss and
describe heavy plate defects, a working Group was formed in 2012. This group is part of the
Technical Committee of the Steel Institute VDEh. The working Group has created definitions of
common defects and has incorporated existing experiences into the current catalogue. It also lists
possible causes of defects and reasons for misdiagnosis. The size and severity of the defects should
be characteristic but will vary in scope. For example, the defect can occur in a more severe or less
severe form on the heavy plate. The defect descriptions listed here are complemented by regional
and vendor or application-specific defect designations. The purpose of this defect catalogue is to
give a better understanding in the technical communication throughout the heavy plate production
chain. Existing Standards and regulations for surface finish, dimensional tolerance and the internal
condition of the plate must...
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ReviewsReviews

Undoubtedly, this is actually the very best job by any writer. It is loaded with wisdom and knowledge You will not really feel monotony at anytime of your
respective time (that's what catalogs are for concerning when you check with me).
-- Prof. Lawson Stokes IV-- Prof. Lawson Stokes IV

Most of these ebook is the ideal pdf readily available. it was actually writtern quite flawlessly and valuable. Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely
difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Prof. Jordy Kihn-- Prof. Jordy Kihn
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